SUMMARY

• LOST CEMETERY – “PAUPER’S CEMETERY” IN 1933
  • Ridgewood Cemetery/ Oaklawn Cemetery land sale 1959
  • King High School constructed between 1960 - 1984
  • Agricultural Program located next to Cemetery

• RAY REED SHARED RECORDS OF CEMETERY 2019
  • Historical Response Committee formed
  • Ground Penetrating Radar discovers burials

• INSPIRATION/ CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
  • Site visit to burial ground and meeting with HCPS
  • Provide a design for Historical Marker to acknowledge burials
  • Concept to reclaim what has been Lost and Restore connection

• MEDITATIONS
  • Spiritual songs: I’ll fly away
  • Nikki Giovanni: A Journey
INSPIRATION

I said, “Oh, that I had the wings of a dove! I would fly away and be at rest.

Psalm 55:6

• THE DOVE REPRESENTS PEACE OF THE DEEPEST KIND. IT SOOTHES AND QUIETS OUR WORRIED OR TROUBLED THOUGHTS, ENABLING US TO FIND RENEWAL IN THE SILENCE OF THE MIND.

• THE DOVE IS A SYMBOL OF THE SOUL’S RELEASE FROM ITS EARTH-BOUND DUTY.
INSPIRATION